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Abstract. A language independent deep learning (DL) architecture for machine
translation (MT) evaluation is presented. This DL architecture aims at the best
choice between two MT (S1, S2) outputs, based on the reference translation (Sr)
and the annotation score. The outputs were generated from a statistical machine
translation (SMT) system and a neural machine translation (NMT) system. The
model applied in two language pairs: English - Greek (EN-EL) and English -
Italian (EN-IT). In this paper, a variety of experiments with different parameter
configurations is presented. Moreover, linguistic features, embeddings represen-
tation and natural language processing (NLP) metrics (BLEU, METEOR, TER,
WER) were tested. The best score was achieved when the proposed model used
source segments (SSE) information and the NLP metrics set. Classification accu-
racy has increased up to 5% (compared to previous related work) and reached
quite satisfactory results for the Kendall τ score.

Keywords: Machine learning · Machine translation evaluation · Deep learning ·
Neural network architecture · Pairwise classification

1 Introduction

Deep neural networks are demonstrating a large impact on NLP. NMT [2, 14, 26, 28],
in particular, has gained increasing popularity since it has shown remarkable results in
several tasks and its effective approach has had a strong influence on other related NLP
tasks, such as dialogue generation [8].

The evaluation of MT systems is a vital field of research, both for determining the
effectiveness of existing MT systems (evaluation of the classification performance) and
for guiding theMT systems modeling. Progress in the field of MT relies on assessing the
quality of a new system through systematic evaluation, such that the new system can be
shown to perform better than pre-existing systems. The difficulty arises in the definition
of a better system. When assessing the quality of a translation, there is no single correct
answer; rather, there may be any number of possible correct translations. In addition,
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when two translations are only partially correct -but in different ways- it is difficult to
distinguish quality.

Many methods for MT evaluation have been employed. There are metrics that focus
on the MT output evaluation, such as BLEU [18], METEOR [4], TER [24] and WER
[25]. BLEU score is maybe the most famous and widely-used metric in MT evaluation.
The closer an MT output is to the professional translation, the higher the BLEU score
is. The BLEU score suffers from several shortcomings i.e. it doesn’t handle morpho-
logically rich languages well and it doesn’t map well to human judgements. Several
other metrics, that address these issues, are used, such as METEOR. The METEOR
score has a good correlation with human judgement at the segment level. It is based on
the alignment between the MT outputs and the professional translation. Alignments are
based on synonym and paraphrase matches between words and phrases. The translation
error rate (TER) and word error rate (WER) are other commonly-used metrics. They
are based on the matching of the MT outputs with the professional translation. They
measure the minimum number of edits needed to change the original output transla-
tion into the professional translation. Other metrics focus on performance evaluation.
In some studies [15, 17], parallel corpora are used and showed that certain string-based
features, e.g. the length of the segments, and similarity-based features e.g. the ratio of
common suffixes shared between the MT outputs and the reference, could improve the
MT system performance. They considered the task as a classification problem and they
used Random Forest (RF) as classifier.

NMT can potentially perform end-to-end translation, though many NMT systems
are still relying on language-dependent pre- and post-processors, which have been used
in traditional SMT systems. Moses [11], a toolkit for SMT, implements a reasonably
useful pre- and post-processor. A language dependent processing also makes it hard to
train multilingual NMT models.

It is important for the NLP community to develop a simple, efficient and language
independent framework for automatic MT evaluation. A few studies have been reported
using learning frameworks. Duh [5] uses a framework for ranking translations in par-
allel settings, given information of translation outputs and a reference translation. This
study showed that ranking achieves higher correlation to human judgments when the
framework makes use of a ranking specific feature set and of BLEU score information.
They have tested the framework performance using Support Vector Machine (SVM).
Another important work is presented by [7] who used syntactic and semantic infor-
mation about the reference and the machine-generated translation as well, by using
pre-trained embeddings and the BLEU translations scores. They used a feedforward
neural network (NN) to decide which of the MT outputs is better. A learning scheme
to classify machine-generated translations using information from numerous linguistic
features and hand-crafted word embeddings from two MT outputs and one reference
translation is presented from [16]. They used a convolutional NN to choose the right
translation among two provided.

In this paper, we introduce a learning schema, for evaluating MT, similar to that of
a preliminary study [16], but we extend it to a new level, both in terms of number of
feature and their representation and learning framework as well.
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Compared to that study, the present approach includes the following novelties:

• the utilization of a deeper NN architecture. More hidden layers and different types
were tested (Dense and LSTM layers).

• the inclusion of an NLP metric set (BLEU score, METEOR score, TER, WER).
• the use of the linguistic information from the SSE in EN. 18 string-based features
were calculated and used as an extra input to the DL architecture.

• the accuracy exploration of different inputs to the hidden layers (the NLP set and the
string-based features).

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first time that information of the
SSE combined with handcrafted features, embeddings and a set of NLP metrics are used
from a DL architecture for a classification task.

2 Materials and Methods

The current section presents the corpora, the features and NLP set as well as the DL
architecture used in the experiments.

2.1 Dataset

The dataset used in the experiments consists of parallel corpora in the language pairs EN-
EL andEN-IT. The dataset is part of the test sets developed in the TraMOOCproject [12].
They are educational corpora from video lectures and they contain mathematical expres-
sions, URLs and many special characters, such as /, @, #. The corpora are described in
detail by [15, 17]. The EN-EL corpora consists of 2686 segments and the EN-IT consist
of 2745 segments. TwoMT outputs were used - one generated by theMoses SMT toolkit
[11] and the other generated by the NMT Nematus toolkit [22]. Both models trained on
in- and out-of-domain data. In- and out-of-domain data included widely known corpora
e.g. TED, OPUS. In order to improve the classification, a professional translation is
provided for every segment. More details on the training datasets can be found in [27].

2.2 The Feature Set Used

The feature set used is based on linguistics features divided in three categories: i) string
similarity features, such as ratios between words of S1, S2 and Sr, word distances (e.g.
Dice distance [20]), percentage of segments similarity, ii) features finding the percentage
of the noise in the data set (e.g. repeated words) and iii) features using length factor (LF)
[21]. More details on the feature set used can be found in [17]. In this work, in order to
check if the information from SSE will help the accuracy, additional features from the
SSE in the EN language are used. Based on the other features, it is observed that features
containing ratios are more effective to the classifier. These features are: 1) the words and
character length of the SSE, 2) the ratio between these lengths in the SSE and the two
MT outputs, 3) the longest word length, 4) the ratio between longest words from SSE
and the two MT outputs and Sr translation.
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2.3 Word Embeddings

The use of word embeddings helped us to model the relations between the two trans-
lations and the reference. In these experiments, hand-crafted embeddings were used,
for the two MT outputs and the reference translation as well for both language pairs.
The encoding function used is the one-hot function. The size, in number of nodes, of
the embedding layer is 64 for both languages. The input dimensions of the embedding
layers are in agreement with the vocabulary of each language (taking into account the
most frequent words): 400 for the EN-EL language pair and 200 for the EN-IT language
pair. The embedding layer used is the one provided by Keras [10] with TensorFlow as
backend [1].

2.4 The NLP Metrics Used

The NLP set used in these experiments contains the BLEU score, METEOR, TER and
WER. To calculate the BLEU score, an implementation of the BLEU score from the
Python Natural Language Toolkit library [13] is used. For the calculation of the other
three metrics, the code from GitHub [6] is used. All metrics were calculated for (S1, S2),
(S1, Sr), (S2, Sr).

2.5 The DL Schema

This study approaches the MT evaluation problem as a classification task. In particular,
two volunteer linguists-annotators chose the better MT output. The linguists annotate
the corpora as follows: Y = 0 if S1 is better than S2, and Y = 1 if S2 is better than S1
for both language pairs. Where Y is the output, i.e. the label of the classification class.
This information is used as the ‘ground truth’. As an input to the learning schema, the
vectors (S1, S2, Sr) were used, in a parallel setting. The embedding layer (as described
in Sect. 2.3) is applied and the respective embeddings EmbS1, EmbS2 and EmbSr were
created. The embeddings EmbS1, EmbS2 and EmbSr were contracted in a pairwise
setting, and the vectors (EmbS1, EmbS2), (EmbS1, EmbSr) and (EmbS2, EmbSr) were
created. These vectors are the input to the hidden layers h12, h1r, h2r respectively. Using
hidden layersh1r andh2r, the similarity between the twoMToutputs and theprofessional
translation (Sr) is explored. It is important to investigate the similarity between S1 and
S2, so an extra hidden layer h12 is added. Interestingly, it is often observed that the MT
outputs were more similar to each other than to the Sr. Every hidden layer h12, h1r, h2r,
got as an extra input 2D matrixes H12[i, j], H1r[i, j], H2r[i, j], where i is the number of
segments and j is the number of features. These matrices contain information about (i)
the NLP set for S1-S2, S1-Sr, S2-Sr (as described in Sect. 2.4) or (ii) information about
linguistic features of the SSE, i.e. n-grams, or (iii) the combination of the previous two
options. The outputs of the hidden layers h12, h1r, h2r are grouped and became the input
to the last layer of the NN model. An extra 2D A[i, j] matrix with hand-crafted features
(string-based) (as described in Sect. 2.2) was added to this last layer.

The model of the DL architecture is shown in Fig. 1.
A suitable function to describe the input-output relationship in the training data

should be selected. The output label ismodeled as a randomvariable in order tominimize
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Fig. 1. Proposed model architecture

the discrepancy between the predicted and the true labels – maximum likelihood estima-
tion. The binary classification problem is modeled as a Bernoulli distribution (Eq. 1)

Y ∼ Bernoulli
(
Y/by

)
(1)

Where by is the sigmoid function σ (wTx + b), wT and b are network’s parameters.
Finally, the MaxAbsScaler [19] is used, as a preprocessing method for EmbS1,

EmbS2, EmbSr and matrices H12[i, j], H1r[i, j], H2r[i, j], A[i, j] as well. Every feature
is scaled by its maximum absolute value.

3 Experimental Setup and Results

This section describes the details about experiments and its results.

3.1 Network Parameters

After experimentation, in order to test the proposed DL architecture, the model
architecture for the experiments is defined as follows (Table 1).

3.2 Evaluation Scores

There are many machine learning evaluation metrics. In this study, commonly used met-
rics in classification (precision, recall and F-score) were used for the model performance
evaluation. The first score (precision) shows the number of the correctly predictive val-
ues, the second score (recall) shows the percentage of total results correctly classified
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Table 1. Model parameters

Proposed NN +NLP +SSE +NLP+SSE

Number of LSTM layers/Hidden units 2/100 2/400 2/800 2/400

Dropout of LSTM layers 0.2 0.7 0.7 0.7

Size of dense layers/Hidden units 3/50 3/50, 1/400 3/50, 1/800 3/50, 1/400

Dropout of dense 4 layer 0.2 0.7 0.7 0.7

Activation function of dense layers Relu Relu, linear Relu, linear Relu, linear

Output layer Activation sigmoid

Learning rate 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.05

Activation function of dense layers Softmax

Loss function Binary cross entropy

Optimizer Adam

Batch size 256 128 64 64

Epochs 10 10 6 20

by the model. However, because of the unbalanced precision and recall, F-score (F1),
which is a harmonic mean of precision and recall, is used. It is important to analyze
the relationship between the MT outputs and the human translation, using a statistic
metric - Kendall τ [9]. It is a non-parametric test used to measure the ordinal association
between the two MT outputs. Kendall τ is calculated for every language pair and the
macro average across all language pairs.

3.3 Results

The main results of the experiments are shown in Table 2. Different experiments were
tested in the same DL architecture - using different information. The NLP set gave 67%
accuracy for EN-EL and 60% for EN-IT. Subsequently, the goal was to verify if the
SSE information can improve the model accuracy. Indeed, an increase of 2% of the
classification accuracy for EN-EL and EN-IT is observed. Better accuracy results are
reported when the proposed NN model uses both the information from the NLP set
and SSE (72% accuracy for EN-EL/70% for EN-IT). It’s quite interesting that when the
proposed NN model is used, without using any extra information in the hidden layers, it
correctly classifies all the instances for the NMT class. Nevertheless, this model cannot
be considered as the best, because the number of the correctly classified instances for the
SMT class was low. The 2D matrixes H12[i, j], H1r[i, j], H2r[i, j] utilization in every
hidden layer h12, h1r, h2r gave balance between the correct instances.

It is important to have balance of accuracy performance for both classes, so the F1
score is used. In order to make a direct comparison with other models [3, 23], additional
experiments were run, using, for some of them, the WEKA framework as backend [22]
for the SVM and RF classifiers. It is observed that the proposed model achieves a better
F1 score 4% compared with the RF, and 5% with SVM (Fig. 2).
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Table 2. Accuracy percentage for SMT and NMT for both languages pairs.

Model Precision Recall Precision Recall

Language pair EN-EL EN-IT

SMT NMT SMT NMT SMT NMT SMT NMT

Proposed NN + NLP set 58% 69% 40% 83% 50% 65% 40% 80%

Proposed NN + SSE 69% 74% 44% 90% 55% 68% 42% 84%

Proposed NN + NLP set + SSE 68% 75% 50% 92% 62% 70% 44% 87%

54%
56%
58%
60%
62%
64%
66%
68%

SVM RF Proposed NN +NLP set+
SRC

AVG F1 score

EN-EL EN-IT

Fig. 2. Average F1 comparison between the proposed model and other works.

Table 3 shows the Kendall τ results for different models. Firstly, Kendall τ is pre-
sented for four commonly used metrics in MT evaluation (NLP set), comparing the
MT outputs S1, S2 with the reference Sr. These metrics achieved Kendall τ between
14–20. However, when they were used as extra input to the hidden layers, they led to
significant improvements. In Table 2, Kendall τ values are presented for the model using
different configuration setups. The NN itself achieves lower τ value compared to the
other NN architectures, something which should not be surprising because this architec-
ture does not use any further linguistic information. The NLP set utilization in the NN
gets Kendall τ average (AVG) for both languages 27 points. This is because NLP met-
rics contain significant linguistic information about the languages (i.e. similarity scores,
length). An increase up to 2.5 points is observed using information about the SSE (in
English). Moreover, the Kendall τ reaches its highest value when both the NLP set and
SSE information were applied (36 for EL/32 for IT).
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Table 3. Kendall τ for every language pair and their average.

System EL IT AVG

NLP metrics set

BLEU 17 14 15.5

METEOR 20 18 19

WER 18 16 17

TER 19 17 18

DL architecture

Proposed NN + NLP set 29 25 27

Proposed NN +SSE 31 28 29.5

Proposed NN + NLP set
+ NLP set + SSE

36 32 34

3.4 Linguistic Analysis

Linguistic analysis helps us to understand better the reasons why the MT output that
belongs to NMT class yields higher accuracy and Kendall τ scores in both languages
pairs. In Table 4, two cases are presented in the EN-EL language pair that the model
didn’t classify correctly.

ID 1:

• In this segment, S2 made two serious mistakes. In the literal sense, the compound
word bandwagon is a wagon used for carrying a band in a parade or procession.
As a metaphor, the word bandwagon is used for an activity, cause, that is currently
fashionable or popular and attracting increasing support. S2 “didn’t know” the
metaphorical meaning of the word, so it has erroneously translated only the second
part of the compound word in question: wagon as άμαξα (carriage, coach). More-
over, it is surprising that S2 didn’t even translate the first part of that compound
word (band).

• S2 has the phrase gut feeling. Gut feeling is an idiom, meaning an instinct or
intuition, an immediate or basic feeling or reaction without a logical rationale. S2
has literally translated the phrase: τo šνστ ικτo τoυ εντšρoυ (!) (the instinct of
the gut). Even though in English there is also the idiom gut instinct, as a synonym
of gut feeling, in Greek the literal translation of gut instinct is non-sensical.

• Finally, S2 also made a slight mistake. It erroneously translated the adverb phrase
by habit (habitually) literally: απ ó τη συνήθεια (from the habit).

• S1 has erroneously translated the above adverbial phrase by bandwagon as με

ρε�́μα, being unclear as to the precise meaning of the word ρε�́μα, as in Greek
this is a polysemous term that may refer to: electricity, drift, current, stream. With
the preposition με, the Greek version is closer to the first meaning: with electricity
(!), but this is nonsensical.
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Table 4. Examples of EN-EL segments.

ID SSE S1 S2 Sr

1 Decisions are often
taken by habit, by
bandwagon
(everybody’s doing
it, so it must be
right), by gut feeling

Oι απoϕάσεις

λαμβάνoνται

συχνά απó
συνήθεια, με ρε�́μα

(óλoι τo κάνoυν,
oπóτε πρšπει να

είναι σωστó), απó
šνστικτo

Oι απoϕάσεις

συχνά

λαμβάνoνται απó
τη συνήθεια, με την

άμαξα (óλoι τo
κάνoυν, άρα πρšπει

να είναι σωστó), με

τo šνστικτo τoυ
εντšρoυ

Oι απoϕάσεις

παίρνoνται

συνήθως λóγω

συνήθειας, λóγω

μαζικής τάσης

(óλoι τo κάνoυν,
άρα πρšπει να

είναι σωστó), λóγω

καλo�́
πρoαισθήματoς

2 According to Robert
Pratten, what is the
difference between
franchise transmedia
and portmanteau
transmedia?

��́μϕωνα με τoν
Robert Pratten, πoια
είναι η διαϕoρά

μεταξ�́ transmedia
franchise και

σ�́μμειξη

transmedia

��́μϕωνα με τoν
Póμπερτ �ράτεν,
πoια είναι η

διαϕoρά μεταξ�́
των τρανζίστoρ και

των τρανζίσoν

��́μϕωνα με τoν
Robert Pratten, πoια
είναι η διαϕoρά

μεταξ�́
μεθoδoλoγίας

franchise transmedia
και μεθoδoλoγίας

portmanteau
transmedia

ID2:

• S1 has not localized the proper noun Robert Pratten and rightly so, as this is the
most common choice.

• S1 did not at all translate the first of the two phrases: francise transmedia as well
as the second word of the second phrase: portmanteau transmedia. S1 has only
translated the firstword of this phrase: portmanteau, without, nevertheless, adopting
the very common sense of theword: bag, luggage, valise, but a special and relatively
rare one: σ �́μμειξη (compounding, blending). The professional linguist did not at
all translate these phrases.

• On the contrary, S2 translated the same phrases in a completely erroneous way:
τρανζ ίσ τoρ (transistor) and τρανζ ίσoν (no meaning in Greek) respectively. S2
translated these phrases incompletely and erroneously, obviously “misled” by the
prefix: –trans of transmedia.

• Neither S1 nor S2 identified that franchise transmedia and portmanteau transme-
dia are methodologies (methods, techniques, approaches), as professional linguist
(Reference) did.
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4 Conclusion and Future Work

In this study, it is presented a DL architecture for classifying the best MT output between
two options provided (one from an SMTmodel and the other from anNMTmodel), given
a reference translation and an annotation schema, as well. It is worth mentioning that the
translation was from EN to EL, and EN to IT which increased the task complexity, since
the Greek and Italian languages are both morphologically rich languages. Well known
NLPmetricswere calculated andbecameextra inputs to theNN.Also, linguistics features
from the SSEwere used. Themodel’s accuracy performancewas tested in configurations.
When the NN combines embeddings, the NLP set (BLEU, METEOR, TER, WER) and
SSE information (i.e. some ratios) achieved better accuracy results (increase up to 5%)
and a higher Kendall τ score (increase up to 4 points) compared to related work. A
linguistic analysis is also provided in order to explain linguistically the above results.

In future work, it is important to study other aspects which are likely to improve the
DL architecture accuracy, such as a) a different NN configuration (e.g. different kinds of
NN layers, batch normalization, learning rate), b) a feature selection method to reject the
features that aren’t effective for the model and c) a feature importance method to apply
the proper feature weights during the NN training. In addition, it worth exploring the
reasons for which the proposed model presents low accuracy values in the EN-IT pair,
even though it is language independent. Finally, the model will be tested with another
dataset, including in- and out-of-domain data.
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